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Streamline Commission Processing and
Payment via a Flexible, Turnkey Solution
Travel Agency Commission Settlement from NTT DATA

Enhancing the strength of your valuable travel channel partnerships

Benefits:
• Strengthen your agency
relationships with a
reliable, professional
payment service
personalized for their
needs.
• Increase your efficiency,
reduce costs and
minimize friction with
hotels and agencies.
• Gain peace of mind with
a solution that functions
as an extension of your
business and your best
interests.
• Reduce complexity with
a simple, straightforward
business model that’s
easy to understand.
• Broaden your reach with
a fair payment process
that doesn’t require your
travel partners to have
any memberships.
• Gain control of your
choices for processing
rules, scheduling,
inquiry resolution, tax
and invoicing

Tracking all required commissions and ensuring you’re paying travel partners using their
preferred method and in a timely fashion can be time consuming and complex. But a
failure to pay correct amounts at the appropriate time can damage your organization’s
relationships with valued travel partners — and negatively impact guest referrals.

TACS is fast, easy, flexible
Travel Agency Commission Settlement (TACS) from NTT DATA, a commission payment
settlement solution, keeps your partners delighted with their commissions — and
ensures a steady flow of referrals. TACS simplifies the commission process, making
processing and payment easy, accurate and automatic.
By integrating our payment management system interface with banking, data
management, distribution, customer service and reporting, you get a comprehensive
commission payment solution. And TACS isn’t just “one size fits all.” NTT DATA tailors
the solution to fit your business and continues to work with you to meet your needs as
they evolve.

TACS works for you and your travel partners 24x7
Imagine an integrated, automated commission processing and payment solution that
accurately tracks details, such as currency, preferred payee methods and preferences,
and payment cycle, of every travel partner across the globe who refers business to
you — while providing 24x7 online availability of all pertinent commission information.
Our TACS solution does just that, managing your processing-to-payment administrative
responsibilities and offering portal-based support to all agencies without
requiring membership.
TACS features a transparent business model with no hidden charges or conflicts of
interest. It’s simple and straightforward, offering customization capabilities that only a
system integrator like NTT DATA can provide.

Travel Agency Commission Settlement from NTT DATA

The solution can help you

Seamlessly pay
commissions

Improve
communications

Improve
relations

without skimming
to over 200,000
agencies using an
integrated process

via an automated
help desk that provides
instant answers to agencies
and hotel properties

with travel
channel partners

It also benefits
your travel channel
partners, enabling

Streamlined processes

Increase payment

Reduce headcount

without skimming
to over 200,000
agencies using an
integrated process

via an automated
help desk that provides
instant answers to agencies
and hotel properties

Fewer errors

Commission settlement doesn’t
get easier

TACS delivers accurate data to
give you actionable insights

Uniquely configurable, NTT DATA’s
proprietary platform for global transaction
processing and settlement integrates
banking, data management, distribution
and customer service functions in a
turnkey solution that’s used by many in
the hospitality industry. TACS frees you
from the complexities of commission
processing and payment; your partners
receive the full commission they’ve
earned in a timely fashion, and you reap
the rewards associated with increased
occupancy and higher value guests.

Using advanced reporting and data
analytics capabilities, TACS yields crucial,
actionable information that improves the
accuracy, quality and timeliness of your
critical business decisions.

Our TACS solution also:
• Operates across all travel and
hospitality business service lines
• Offers total foreign exchange
transparency and free 24x7 online
access to all relevant payment
information
• Requires no membership on the part
of any of your travel partners.

Join our clients who appreciate our
commitment to addressing their specific
concerns, as well as the flexibility of our
highly configurable solution. You’ll enjoy
a collaborative working style and our
dedication to continuous optimization
and innovation to help hotels like yours
stay ahead of the curve as the travel and
hospitality industry — and the technology
that supports it — continues to evolve.

Reduced expenses

TACS frees you from
the complexities of
commission
processing
and payment,
letting you reap the
rewards associated
with increased
occupancy and
higher value guests.

Visit nttdataservices.com to learn more.
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